
Junk Journal - Part 3 - The Final Chapter


Friends,

This is the final part of my series of Junk Journals. This Junk 
Journal is completed (although I’m not sure if one is ever 
completed) and I’m ready to show you the final touches.


Like many of the journals I create, I am often not be sure which 
direction a journal will take. As I worked on this one, it “told” me 
that it would be a Game Journal. The Bingo cover and the Lotto 
back cover solidified that decision.


I bound the three signatures with a 3 hole pamphlet stitch. It is an 
easy way to bind the journal and is very secure (YouTube videos). 
I used a wax thread to sew the signatures to the cover.


I purchased this 
kit on Amazon. 
There are lots of 
them available. I 
love the color 
variety of the 
thread.


The book is closed with Sari Silk, secured to the binding and tied 
in a bow. I added some vintage Bingo chips to the cover. I used 
Fabri-Tak to adhere them. I find that this glue, as well as 3 in 1 
glue to be the best for gluing bit and pieces.




There is a pocket on the inside cover with tags 
for journaling. The pocket is made from a 
vintage Time Card. Throughout the book is 
original, vintage ephemera as well as new 
pieces.












          I love using vintage 
sewing patterns.      


         These are 
decoupaged 


       to an envelope flap.





There are lots	 	I love the look      

of pockets 	 	 	of tea and and 
and spots to 		 	coffee dyed

journal.	 	 	 	paper.





I attached this tab 

with a safety pin. 		 	This tab 

I’m always 	 	 	 	is created

looking for 	 	 	 	from a 

interesting things 	 	match

to use in my 	 	 	book.

journals.





These dangles are made 
from game pieces. I’m 
fortunate to have a 
husband who is handy with 
a drill.




I know that some of you will wonder where I find the bits and 
pieces of ephemera that I use. I am always on the lookout for 
garage sales and estate sales. In addition, I swap with other junk 
journal makers and I also purchase from Instagram. Chris Jones 
(@villageartiots) is one of my “go to” Instagramers.


I hope that you have enjoyed the series on Junk Journals. Maybe 
you would like to try your hand at making one or several! Beware 
of the rabbit hole!


Special thanks to Anne the Stamp Maven for allowing me to have 
some time on her blog. She is always supportive of my craft and  
is a great cheerleader!


If you’d like to see more, follow me on FaceBook 
@mybluechandelier. In January I’ll be uploading some videos on 
YouTube.


Do you have questions? 

Email me at mybluechandelier@gmail.com


